
SG WORLD'S DIGITAL INSPECTION SYSTEM IN ROLL OUT FOR
MISSION CRITICAL INTELLIGENCE
SG World's digital inspection system is currently being rolled out for a new application on behalf of a US client in the aviation
sector.

The InspectIT product, which was officially launched to the health and safety market earlier this year, is being phased into operations for a US
client to provide mission critical operational data and ensure safety and maintenance regulatory compliance.

The system, which is a digital pen equipped with intelligent character recognition (ICR) and database technology, is currently being used by
aircraft ground service crews to monitor vehicles and equipment in Orlando and California; roll out to 40 additional locations in the US is due to
take place later this year.

SG World, which is based in Crewe, Cheshire, is also in talks with other US clients in the logistics and aviation sector to monitor a wide variety
of issues including people performance management.

InspectIT enables companies and organisations to perform monitoring activity in the same way as paper based processes but with a data
capture facility that can pool information across multiple sites, identifying key trends and delivering valuable intelligence.

The digital pen writes with ink allowing the user to complete a paper based inspection report and information is also downloaded to a web
based portal via the pen's USB docking station.

The system can be set up remotely, uses a standard operating platform and is ideal for repetitive data capture. It can be used in challenging
environments, such as extreme cold and does not require changes to clients' existing data collection processes.

Mark Haase, Director of SG World which delivers compliance solutions for more than 20,000 customers in the UK, Europe, Ireland and the US,
explained: "The digital pen uses proven technology in a completely new way.

"As a product, it offers data capture and intelligence gathering using recommended checklists and safety parameters set by the trade
organisation Airlines 4 America including exception reporting - identifying activity outside standard tolerances and reporting this information to
relevant personnel within a matter of seconds.

"So for one client it delivers mission critical, real time information for people working in the aviation sector, and in another case it can be used
to help monitor people management processes.

"As a standard configuration it can be easily adapted to each client's requirements without the upfront and on-going costs of bespoke
development. SG World continues to expand its standard library of digital formats and data form layouts as the pen is adopted for different
environments."

Notes to Editors

A picture of Mark Haase Distribution Director of SG World  is available for download at the bottom of this email. Product
pictures are also available.
Airlines for America (A4A) is a trade organization of US airlines. A4A members and their affiliates transport more than 90
percent of all US airline passenger and cargo traffic.
SG World offers a range of 'behind the scenes' documentation and software solutions for health and safety and facilities
management professionals across a broad spectrum of businesses and public sector organisations. These include 
products for administration, health & safety, security, finance and visitor management. www.sgworld.com Based in Crewe,
Cheshire, the company was formed in 1969 and was previously known as Safeguard Systems Europe. Employing more than
150 people with offices in London and Ireland, it has more than 20,000 customers throughout the UK.
For more information about SG World, contact ICG PR www.icgpr.co.uk Tel 01772 679383. Julie Hackett 07973
196 787 julie@icgonline.co.uk Denise Dawson denise@icgonline.co.uk 07980287550 Paula Holden
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